We develop a microscopic theory to show that the transition from an antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase to d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductivity occurs through the robust companion of a triplet superconductivity. More interestingly, the symmetry combination of AFM and d-wave superconducting (SC) phase prescribes the triplet state to be odd parity and Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) type with its center-of-mass momentum being single valued at the AFM wavevector Q = (π, π). Furthermore, the FFLO state produces a fully gapped quasiparticle spectrum which explains the recent observations of the 'insulating'-like electronic structure of lightly doped cuprates in hole doping side. We have studied the stability of all three phases within the coupled selfconsistent mean-field theory. Finally, we calculate the superfluid density to propose its exponential temperature dependence as a test to the SC origin of this 'insulating' state, while the phase modulation of the FFLO state can be visualized by scanning probes. The results are generic to all uncoventional SC pairing symmetries including s ± in pnictide and others.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fascinating fact of cuprate research is that despite three decades of extensive research, experiments still uncover new and unexpected results which surprise our hitherto reached consensus. The latest addition to this investigation comes from various spectroscopic findings of a fully gapped or 'insulating'-like electronic structure in deeply underdoped region, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] where nodal d-wave pairing symmetry is expected. This feature is ubiquitously exhibited in many holedoped cuprates studied so far, including La-based, [1, 5] Bibased, [3, 4, 6] Cl-based, [2] and also Yb-based compounds. [7] This unexpected result led to essential questions such as: Is the fully gapped state related to superconductivity other than d-wave, or is it derived from the exotic normal state, or does it arise from the interplay of superconductivity with any normal state phase, or others?
Nodeless d-wave pairing state is demonstrated earlier to exist in electron-doped cuprates, [8] and also in 122 ironchalcognenides. [9] However, in these cases either interaction or band structure topology removes the nodal states in the non-SC state itself, which thus yields a fully gapped electronic structure despite d-wave being the underlying pairing symmetry. But this description does not apply to the nodeless state in hole-doped systems since as temperature is raised above the SC state, a truncated Fermi surface (FS) is experimentally verified to exist in the nodal region. [5] Motivated by this unexpected behavior, several possible explanations have been put forward in recent times which include Coulomb disorder effect, [10] polaron effect, [6] d + is pairing, [11] topological superconductivity, [12] , dynamical mean-field theory calculations [13, 14] . However, no consensus is yet reached.
Our theory stems from the fact that the antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase of the parent compound persists up to the underdoped region and couples to superconductivity. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The evidence of the coexistence of AFM and SC in the underdoped region is well documented in numerous NMR, [15] [16] [17] [18] neutron scattering [19, 20] data in multilayered Bi-based cuprates [15, 16] upto doping ∼8-12%, Tl-and Hg-based The light blue region is where fully gapped electronic state is documented, which in our view promotes a uniform coexistence of AFM and SC states with an unconventional FFLO phase. The doping value upto which AFM survives and coexists with SC is about 8-12% but somewhat materials dependent as measured by NMR, neutron scattering in various hole doped systems. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] (b) Computed 'normal' state FS topology in the AFM state at x ∼0.08. Solid brown line draws the magnetic BZ for the wavevector Q = (π, π) which is half of the paramagnetic BZ. Three representative Fermi momenta are highlighted which form zero and finite center of mass Cooper pairs.
cuprates [17] upto doping ∼10%, and Yb-based cuprates [18] [19] [20] upto doping ∼8-10%. Interestingly, the fully gapped state observed in these materials lies indeed within this doping range. Based on these data, we draw a generalized cuprate phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The interplay between the two competing interactions generically yields a dynamically generated new SC order parameter with finite center-ofmass. Earlier calculations predicted that for the competition of AFM and d-wave SC, the third SC order parameter is a nodal d-wave SC if no magnetic field is applied, [21, 22] or a time-reversal symmetry breaking π-triplet SC if a magnetic field is applied in the heavy-fermion systems [30] . Here we find that constrained by the symmetry consideration of the vector Q = (π, π) in the cuprates, the third order parameter is an odd-parity superconductor which does not break timereversal symmetry. Most interestingly, the dynamically generated triplet superconductivity is also nearest neighbor, as in the d-wave case, but it gives a fully gapped electronic structure which removes the nodes of the d-wave pairing. We develop a generic mean-field Hamiltonian based on the short range Coulomb repulsion and attractive potential to self-consistently evaluate all three coupled order parameters at a given doping. For experimental verification of our theory, we compute the temperature dependence of the superfluid density (inversely proportional to the square of the magnetic penetration depth) in the uniform coexistence state of all three interactions. We show that the exponential temperature dependence of the superfluid density will be a definitive test of the triplet SC origin of the apparent 'insulating' state in lightly doped cuprates. Furthermore, the amplitude modulation of the second SC gap can be directly visualized by scanning tunneling microscopy or spectroscopy (STM/STS).
II. THEORY
In the AFM state, the FS is reconstructed owing to the reduced Brillouin zone (BZ) defined by the modulation vector Q = (π, π) and the residual FS consists of small hole-pockets centering at the nodal points. The corresponding FS topology is shown in Fig. 1(b) for a realistic value of the AFM gap at doping x ∼0.08 (see below). It is interesting to notice that when superconductivity appears in the new magnetic BZ, two types of Cooper pairs form. The typical dwave Cooper pairs form between two electrons with opposite momenta and spin lying on different quadrant of the BZ as c are the attractive interactions originate from the momentum dependence of the pairing interaction V 1 = V k,−k , and V 2 = V k+Q,−k . s k = cos k x − cos k y is the structure factor for d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing symmetry, while that for the p+ip-pairing is p k = sin k x +i sin k y . It is interesting to notice that both pairing symmetries transform in the same way under the particular choice of AFM wavevector Q as ∆
The last identity also makes the triplet pairing respects time-reversal symmetry under this particular magnetic order. To see that we write down the Ginzburg-Landau type Free energy as:
where α is a constant and '...' represents all the other quadratic, quartic and dipole coupling terms. It is interesting to notice that the staggered in-plane magnetic moment S only allows the creation of a vector form of the FFLO pairing ∆ 2 0 for a singlet SC order parameter ∆ 1 0 . Furthermore, as mentioned before, since the time-reversed or the complex conjugate of ∆ 2 0 lies outside the magnetic zone boundary with an opposite sign, the above coupling remains invariant under time-reversal symmetry. Finally, since superconductivity breaks guage symmetry, while magnetism does not, the third order parameter must also break the guage symmetry, i.e., the third order parameter must be a SC phase which allows the Hamiltonian to be guage invariant. In this way, the commutator of any two order parameters generates the third one.
Returning back to our mean-field Hamiltonian in Eq. 1, we diagonalize it in three steps by using Bogolyubov transformation method. First we diagonalize the triplet SC gap with the change of basis as
, where t k,↑ is the Bogolyubov operator induced by ∆ 2 -term, and the corresponding coherence factors
In this new basis, the effective complex AFM gap and d-wave SC gap can be expressed by
With the effective gaps, the above Hamiltonian reduces to a typical AFM+d-SC phase which can now be diagonalized in the same fashion as done previously in Refs. 8 and 28, also see Appendix B. The corresponding effective AFM and SC coherence factors are 2|α k | 2 =
Here the prime over a summation indicates that the summation is restricted within the magnetic BZ.
For U = 3t (t is the nearest neighbor tight-binding hopping parameter), V 1/2 0 =-87, -60 meV, we get S=0.1, ∆ 1/2 0 =-20,-10 meV, respectively at doping x=0.08 in LSCO which are realistic gap values for this material. [5] The resulting normal state FS is shown in Fig. 1(b) . However, to facilitate the visualization of the nature of gap openings in the electronic structure, we use artificially large value of ∆ 1 0 =100 meV and ∆ 2 0 =50 meV in Fig. 2(a) . In the presence of three competing interactions, the CuO 2 antibonding band splits into four quasiparticle states with finite gap at everywhere in the BZ. The bands are colored with corresponding filling factor which adds to 1 at each momentum. At the nodal point, the band gap is purely determined by the FFLO pairing, since a AFM+d-wave pairing gives nodal states there. And the gap at the antinodal region is a mixture of all three gaps determined by
To experimentally verify the SC origin of the fully gapped state, we calculate the penetration depth (λ(T )) or superfluid density via linear response theory by accounting for both the diamagnetic current (proportional to number of SC quasiparticles) and residual paramagnetic current (carried by normal state electrons) due to external magnetic field. The detailed derivation is given in the Appendix C, and we here write down the final expression:
Here e, c are bare electronic charge and speed of light respectively, and Ω is the unit cell volume. M , m, and V are different band masses, and velocity defined in Appendix C. Due to C 4 symmetry in the system, the cross-terms are zero and the penetration depth matrix is diagonal. Therefore, we plot λ −2 xx (T ) component only in Fig. 4 and normalized to its zero-T value.
III. RESULTS
A spectroscopic method to differentiate between the SC and magnetic origins of the nodal gap is to observe whether the gapped quasiparicle state has a band-folding or band-bending at the magnetic zone boundary or at the normal state Fermi momentum. To directly compare our result with the angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data, we compute the single-particle spectral weight along the nodal direction as shown in Fig. 2 (b), while Fig. 2(c) is the ARPES data [5] for the same sample. In both cases, we see that the band folding (indicated by vertical arrows) occurs at a momentum which is far below the magnetic BZ boundary at k = (π/2, π/2) point (red line). The additional band appears in the theory is a shadow band induced by the SC order, and possess much weak intensity when the SC gap is reduced to the realistic value of ∆ 
It is interesting to notice that the odd-parity triplet SC of present form is fully gapped throughout the BZ [see inset to Fig. 3(a) ], regardless of the topology of the underlying FS and is argued to be topo- logically non-trivial if time-reversal symmetry is retained, [29] which is also applicable in the present case. The obtained gap structure agrees remarkably well with that observed in the ARPES measurement in the same sample as shown in Fig. 3(b) at low temperatures.
Finally, we compute the penetration depth for different cases of the competition of the phases under study to verify their existences in the underlying spectrum by using Eq. 6. It is well known that for a fully gapped superconductor, the inverse squared penetration depth λ −2 (T ) (proportional to the superfluid density) shows exponential T -dependence in the low-T region, where nodal d-wave SC exhibits a linear-in-T behavior, which sometimes modifies to the T 2 -dependence due to disorder.
To get a quantitative understanding, we calculate the temperature dependence of all gap values self-consistently at fixed values of the interaction parameters and at a fixed doping. Expectedly, we see that for a pure nodal d-wave (∆ 2 = 0), the linear-in-T dependence of λ −2 is evident even in the presence of AFM ground state. With slowly turning on the fully gapped triplet pairing, the exponential dependence of λ −2 appears whose T -range of flat or exponential region depends on In conclusion, the present paper provides a generalized framework for the phase stability of the AFM and d-wave superconductivity in hole-doped cuprates. We show that the uniform coexistence of these two phases is always accompanied by a third and robust triplet order parameter. The symmetry of the Q = (π, π) value AFM state and d-wave pairing restricts the symmetry of the triplet order parameter in cuprates to be odd-parity and FFLO type, which commences a fully gapped quasiparticle spectrum. The odd-parity order parameter breaks spin-rotational symmetry, but via coupling to the AFM state, it respects time-reversal symmetry. Interestingly, such a fully gapped odd parity pairing symmetry in a time-reversal invariant condition is called topological superconductor. [29] In general, such FFLO term can be expected to be negligibly small, however, the critical fluctuations of the parent phases can significantly enhance the strength of the triplet pairing interaction. While FFLO type SC has been proposed in many Pauli limited superconductors, such as nodal d-wave in CeCoIn 5 at high magnetic field, [30] and pwave in the Rashba-type spin-orbit coupling systems without any realization to date, underdoped cuprates provide a clean and zero field platform to discover this exotic phase, if exists.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the Hamiltonian
From the study of the group algebra [22, 31] , it is obvious that the coexistence of the any two non-commutating order parameter produce a third order parameter. In case of AFM and d-superconductivity, there should be a third, dynamically generated, order parameter. [32] The strength of this third order parameter is subjects to the corresponding coupling constant. In the present work, we develop the theory for how the coexistence of AFM and d-wave superconductivity can generate a triplet and non-zero center of mass superconducting order parameter. Our starting Hamiltonian is
Here ξ k is the bare dispersion, U is the onsite Coulomb interaction, V 1,2 are the pairing strengths for d-wave and pwave superconductivity, and N is the number of sites. We model the bare dispersion in the tight-binding form as ξ k = −2t(cos k x + cos k y ) − 4t cos k x cos k y − 2t (cos 2k x + cos 2k y ) − 4t (cos 2k x cos k y + cos k x cos 2k y ) − E F , where (t, t , t , t , E F )=(250,-25, 12, 35, -155) in eV which is obtained by fitting to the dispersion obtained by ARPES in LSCO. [27] c k,σ is the fermion annihilation operator at crystal momentum k with spin σ = ±. Q = (π, π) is the AFM nesting vector in 2D. We assume here a commensurate AFM so that k + Q = k − Q. The staggered spin magnetization is defined as SN = k,σ σ c † k+Q,σ c k,σ . For three order parameters, the crystal symmetry of them should be such that the commutator of any two of them should give the third one [31] . For this reason, if V 1 is assumed to be singlet d-wave symmetry, the AFM state greentrees that V 2 should be triplet (see main text). So we get, the singlet interaction
, where s k = cos k x − cos k y and p k = sin k x + i sin k y . We assume that V 1,2 are attractive. Then the SC order parameters are defined as, for singlet state,
On the other hand, the triplet order is decoupled in the main band and in the magnetic band as
. This is the reason why the time-reversal symmetry remains invariant in this triplet SC state. After substituting these mean-field orders, the total Hamiltonian reads,
The prime over the summation indicate that the sum is defined in the magnetic BZ. Defining a Nambu operator
We diagonalize the above Hamiltonian in three steps by Bogolyubov transformation method. We first diagonalize the triplet part, by the following unitary matrix,
where f and g are defined in the main text. SC gap become, The Hamiltonian then transforms to Ψ †
All quantities here are defined in the main text. The above Hamiltonian looks same as in a AFM-d-SC state with effective AFM-and SC-gaps which is diagonalized by the following unitary matrix [28] 
The AFM cnherences factors α and β and the SC coherence factors u and v are also defined in the main text. Therefore, the total unitary matrix that diagonalizes the full Hamiltonian iŝ
Appendix B: Self-consistent order parameters
Now we derive the expression for the self-consistent order parameters in the eigenbasis.
In the first line and right hand side of the above equation we have taken into account of the fact that the d-wave structure factor s k+Q = −s k for this particular commensurate wavevector. Since we have identified E ± k as the excitation energies of the fermion quasi-particles, the probability of its excitation in thermal equilibrium is the usual Fermi function,
with β = 1/k B T and so on. Therefore
The triplet SC order is
As mentioned before, the difference between the triplet and singlet pairings in the magnetic Brilloun zone is that in the former case, the pairing symmetry picks up the complex conjugate as we go from the main band to the AFM subbands shifted by Q vector, and also changes sign. Writing in Bogolyubov quasiparticle form as before, we get
Finally, the staggered magnetic is
Appendix C: Penetration Depth
The quantum mechanical electric current can be written as
Now in a magnetic field the momentum operator becomes p+ e/cA, so that the current is
The first term represents the current due to the normal electrons (paramagnetic current) and the second term is identified as the diamagnetic current which is contributed by the superconducting electrons n s . The paramagnetic current (J n ) has the tendency to cancel the diamagnetic current (J s ). Therefore the velocity of the superconducting electrons are identified as v * s = eA m * c where m * , the band mass, is a 2 × 2 tensor in two dimensional space defined below.
The Fourier transformation of these quantities gives
which gives
where K(q) is called the response function. Now in an anisotropic system the response function becomes a 2 × 2 tensor as defined below
where at q = 0, the penetration depth is related to Ks as
The first term J p arises due to normal electrons, which is often called the "paramagnetic current" term because it tends to cancel the diamagnetic current J d , which aries because of superconducting electrons. In the presence of an electromagnetic field (the field includes the effects of screening supercurrents), the canonical momentum is modified and the kinetic energy is (p * −eA/c) 2 /2m * , where p * is the crystal momentum or the band momentum. Thus the resulting perturbation Hamiltonian term is
The band momentum is defined as p * = m * v * , where v * is the band velocity for the band ξ + k . Note that the symbol v k without a superscript of ± is the band velocity, while with the superscript it gives the AFM conherence factors.
Here Ω is the unit cell volume.
k . Now the probability of excitation of the fermion quasiparticles in an electromagnetic field in the thermal equilibrium is the usual Fermi function in the corresponding energy level sifted by the electromagnetic field. In the limit of small a(0), we can expand the Fermi function in Taylor's series and keeping only the first term we get,
Here ν = ± are two quasiparticle bands. Then adding and subtracting the fermi functions we have
n(E 
